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INTRODUCTION 
The composite lamina, consisting of a reinforcing material em­
bedded in a matrix material, has the advantage of high strength-to-
weight ratio. Also, due to the variety of combination and arrangement 
of fibers and matrices combined with the concept of lamination, de­
signers have greatly increased opportunities for tailoring structures 
and/or materials to meet special needs. This new flexibility is, how­
ever, accompanied by the requirement for more sophisticated methods of 
analysis. 
The availability of high modulus, high strength, and low density 
fiber reinforced polymetric and metal matrix composites (e.g., graphite/ 
epoxy, boron/aluminum, etc,) has been the major contributing factor to 
wider utilization of layered anisotropic materials. Important examples 
include composite ablative materials for ABM and re-entry vehicles, 
filament-wound solid-propellant motor cases and nozzles, fiber rein­
forced rotor blades and other structural elements in helicopters and 
aircraft, fiber reinforced gun tubes, and composite armor materials. 
Laminated composite cylinders have been used with increasing 
frequency for structural applications and characterization of fiber 
reinforced composite materials. Thick-walled composite cylinders are 
utilized in structural applications such as aircraft landing gears. 
Cylindrical specimens provide the experimentalist with an ideal means 
of characterizing the mechanical properties of fiber reinforced composite 
materials [1]. The characterization of ablative materials for heat 
shield applications requires the use of thick-walled tubes in order to 
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induce a significant triaxial state of stress. Thus there is a practical 
need for the analysis of laminated composite cylindrical shells. 
The objective of this work is to analyze the response of laminated 
composite cylindrical shells under static as well as dynamic axisymmetric 
loadings. 
Statics 
Literature review in 1962 by Ambartsiimian [2] serves as an excellent 
reference, listing over one hundred articles which contribute to the 
theory of anisotropic layered shells. Numerous papers related to . 
anisotropic composite shells have been published since the birth of 
modern advanced composites, in early 1960. It has been shown [3] that 
particular care must be exercised in using the term "thin-walled 
cylinder" in conjunction with highly anisotropic materials. A small 
thickness-to-radius ratio may be necessary to insure reasonably uniform 
stress across the wall thickness [4, 5]. Dong, Pister and Taylor [6] 
extended Donnell's theory for isotropic homogeneous cylinders [7] to 
laminated anisotropic cylinders, Cheng and Ho [8] extended Fliigge's 
theory [9] in a similar manner. Ambartsumyan [10] developed a theory 
based on Novizhilov's kinematic relations [11]. Each of these theories 
mentioned above are based on Love's hypotheses [12] in which transverse 
_shear deformation is neglected. Dong and Tso [13] have derived a 
theory for orthotropic laminated shells which includes transverse 
shear deformation. Pipes [14] formulated the governing equations for 
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cylindrical laminated shells and plates based on theories of elasticity 
and solutions are obtained by finite-difference technique. 
Recently Whitney and Sun [15] have developed a refined theory for 
anisotropic laminated cylindrical shells which includes both transverse 
shear deformation, transverse normal strain and expansional strains. 
An infinitely long composite cylindrical shell subjected to axisymmetric 
loading, free thermal expansion or 6-dependent surface traction is 
investigated, 
In the statics part of this work, a finite length composite 
cylindrical shell under axisymmetric internal pressure is considered. 
To investigate the influence of thickness-to-radius ratio two cases are 
considered: a) both ends are simply supported and b) both ends are 
fixed. The problem of simply-supported cylindrical shells under 
axisymmetric deformation is solved by assuming all the displacement 
variables are sine or cosine series. Under these assumptions, the 
equations of equilibrium and boundary conditions are satisfied. The 
solution is then obtained by solving simultaneous algebraic equations. 
The solution of fixed-end cylindrical shells under axisymmetric 
deformation is obtained by using the finite-difference technique [16]. 
The finite-element technique has been gaining more popularity in the 
analysis of laminated shells [17, 18] , since it's versatile to cope 
with the complex shape and loading conditions. But in the case of 
circular cylinders under axisymmetric deformation, there's no 
particular advantage using finite element techniques. 
Numerical results for graphite/epoxy angle-ply laminates are 
evaluated by using an IBM 360 digital computer. The transverse 
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deflection of the mid-plane and the maximum hoop stress are plotted as 
functions of the thickness-to-radius ratio and the angle of fiber 
orientation relative to the axial direction of the shell. All the 
numerical results are compared to results obtained from Flugge's theory. 
Dynamics 
Dynamic loads are often encountered in the structural applica­
tions of composite materials. In order to perform adequate design studies 
for such applications, tools are needed which will make it possible to 
determine the response of various composites where they are subjected 
to dynamic loads. 
Literature on the dynamic response of laminated composite anisotropic 
shells under time-dependent boundary conditions and/or dynamic external 
loadings is scarce. Several authors have investigated dynamic problems 
of isotropic or orthotropic circular cylindrical shells under various 
dynamic loadings. Mann-Nachbar [19], Bhuta [20], Jones and Bhuta [21], 
Tang [22] and Reismann and Padlog [23] were concerned with isotropic 
cylindrical shells free of initial stress under axisymmetric moving 
loads. Reismann [24] considered the effect of axial prestress on the 
axisymmetric response of an infinite, cylindrical shell subjected to a 
moving pressure while Hermann and Baker [25] considered a similar problem 
for a cylindrical sandwich shell. Reismann [26] also presented a 
solution, based on Flugge's shell theory, for a finite cylindrical shell 
free of initial stress under an inclined moving pressure front. By 
using the techniques of Laplace transform, Liao and Kessel [27] have 
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studied the dynamic response of a thin isotropic circular cylindrical 
shell, simply supported at both ends, subjected to a moving point 
force. Weingarten and Reismann [28] have investigated the forced motion 
of isotropic cylindrical shells under a suddenly applied radially in­
ward load on its outer surface. A method conmonly known as the 
William's mode acceleration technique has been used to analyze the 
problem. Mente [29] has applied a numerical technique to investigate 
the dynamic nonlinear response of orthotropic cylindrical shells 
under a time-dependent asymmetric pressure loading. 
In the dynamics part of this work, the purpose is to investigate 
the dynamic response of an anisotropic, laminated composite cylindrical 
shell, simply supported at both ends, and subjected to various time-
dependent internal pressures. The classical method of separation of 
variables, combined with the Mindlin-Goodman procedure for treating 
time-dependent boundary conditions and/or dynamic external loading 
is employed. This method was first used by Mindlin and Goodman [30] and 
was subsequently extended to sandwich plates by Yu [31]. Recently, 
Sun and Whitney [32] employed this method to investigate the dynamic 
response of laminated plates under cylindrical bending. 
The present dynamic theory which includes the effect of transverse 
shear deformation and rotary inertia is briefly outlined, and the condi­
tion of orthogonality of principal modes of free vibration is established. 
The general dynamic theory of composite shells under axisymmetric 
loading is then formulated. Numerical results are calculated and 
plotted by ccsputcr for the dynzzic response of 2 simply-supported 
laminated cylindrical shell of arbitrary laminating sequence subjecting 
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the following time dependent internal pressure: 1) a suddenly applied 
constant uniform pressure, 2) a uniform internal pressure applied for 
a certain time duration and then removed, 3) a normal pressure increased 
linearly as a function of time and then maintained at a constant value, 
and 4) an instantaneous normal pressure of large magnitude applied for 
a short duration — unit impulsive loading. The numerical results of 
nondimensional dynamic value of radial displacement w, moments 
and Mq of graph!te/epoxy composite are plotted as a function of time 
for 0/90/90/0 and 0/0/45/-45/-45/45/0/0 laminates. In case 1, the 
dynamic responses are also compared to the corresponding static values. 
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GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
Consider a circular cylindrical shell composed of thin layers of 
anisotropic materials bonded together. The origin of a cartesian 
coordinate system is located within the middle surface of the shell 
with X, 0, and z measured along the longitudinal, circumferential, and 
radial directions respectively. The shell thickness is denoted by h 
and the radius to the middle surface by R. The coordinate and configura­
tion notations are illustrated in Fig. 1. The material of each layer 
is assumed to possess a plane of elastic symmetry perpendicular to the 
z-axis. 
Fig. 1. Coordinate and configuration of cylindrical laminated shell. 
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Ihe governing equations for anisotropic laminated shells have 
been derived in References [15, 33]. For clarity and continuity, 
the essential procedures are presented. 
The displacement components are assumed in the form of polynomials 
in the thickness coordinate z as follows: 
u = u°(x, 6, t) + z\^^(x, 0, t) 
v = v°(x, 0, t) + zijfQ(x, 0, t) (1) 
2 
w = w°(x, 0, t) + z$^ (x, 0, t) +|- 0^(x, 0, t) 
where u, v and w are the displacement components in the x, 0, and z-
directions, respectively. In Eq. (1), u°, v° and w° represent the 
displacement components of a particle on the middle surface z = 0, 
^x' ^0 the angles of rotation of a normal to the middle surface 
in the x-z and z-9 planes, respectively, ijr^ is the normal strain of 
the middle surface, and 0^ is the normal strain gradient. Similar 
expression for u, v, w have been employed for thin shells by Naghdi [34] 
Equation (1) in conjunction with the linear strain-displacement relations 
leads to the following kinematic relations 
®0 (1 + z/R) ^®0 ^^0 ^ P0^ 
^0z (1 + z/R) ('^0z ^^0z ^ P&g) 
Y = Y° + zP + z^p (2) 
'xz 'xz xz ^xz 
\e ° (1 +\/R) 
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where, denoting partial differentiation by a comma. 
o o 
e = u < = 
O , 1 / o o. 
^6z = + R (".e - V ) 
o , , o 
Y = $ 4- W 
'xz ,3 
^x8 R 
r . = 
r = \^ 
x,x 
r = è 
xz *z,x 
+ i (t. . + v° ) 
xG *9,x R x,6 
0 
'"e ° R (*9.s + V 
p . & 
^0 2R 
B 
^ez 2R 
'e,x 
x0 R 
z,x 
xz 
(3) 
Parameters are introduced in a manner similar to Mindlin and 
Medick[35a] for homogeneous isotropic plates. The following substitutions 
are made: 
klC C' Vez iz' Yxz ''xz 
(4) 
Vez S^xz Cxz' "=6^2 ® ez 
The constitutive equation of a medium with one plane of elastic 
symmetry (x-0 plane) is given by 
f 
•• 
II 
^z 
7x0. 
11 ^12 ^13 
'12 ^22 ^23 
^13 ^23 ^33 
lVJ 
p. 
[p 
"AA 
45 35j 
'16 
'26 
'36 
'66j 
'flf. 
'xz 
L^xG (5) 
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Substituting Eqs. (2), (3), and (4) into Eq. (5), and integrating 
with respect to z over the thickness and then neglecting all terms in z 
above fifth order, the constitutive relations of the shell are shown 
as follows: 
= [Gj[e] + [Gjm 
[V] = [Ggiry] (6) 
where 
N 
N. 
N 
N 
x8 
N 
ex 
M 
M 
M 
xe 
"ex 
L^e. 
[e] = 
L^xej 
[H = 
x6 
Pe 
_Px8_ 
[V] = 
[ y ]  =  
Ox 
Qe 
L^e. 
xz 
xz 
xz 
0z 
L^ezJ 
[Gj^l , [Gg] and [G^l are shown in Appendix A. The stress resultants 
•and moments per unit length are given by the expression 
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and 
.h/2 
®X'  "z-  "xe '  V  -  (  ( ' 'x -  ' z -  \e '  
J-w 
h/2 
We- "ex '  %) '  I  <"0'•^xe '  
J-h / l  
( "x '  «Z-  »X9-  V  °  I  ('x-  "z-  •^xe '  
J-h/2 
.h/2 (7) 
(Mq.  Mg^,  R )  = f  (CTg,  T^q,  Ta,)zdZ 
J-h/2 
^ * I I / 
/ 
-h/2 
,h/2 
:x = i I "xz(l + R):^dz 
-h/2 
h/2 
(A_, B_, D.j, F_, H_)= I C„(l, z, z^, z^, z^dz 
J-h/2 
The governing equations can be deduced from Hamilton's principle, 
which is expressed by the equation 
/ ^2 Ô I (T - U + W)dt = 0 (8) h 
where T is the kinetic energy, U the strain energy and W represents 
the work done by the external forces and surface tractions 
T = i f P[(u + (v y + (w J^]dV 
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/ " ' i l  (CiiS* + ZCig:*:, + *  "^224 
^S3®e®z ^S6®e\e '"' S3®z •*" ^^36®z^xe 
•*" ^66^x9 "*" ^44'^ez "*" ^^45^ez^xz 
w = I [qx("°)' + qQ(v°)' + q(w°)' + m^ijr^ + mgi|,g + mi|r^ 
Jk 
+ n0;]dA +1 [«y + N^ev° + Q^v° + 
«f 0 
+ \q% + \% + Vz^ 
x=L 
Rde 
x=0 
in. which a prime denotes values on the boundary, L is the shell length, 
p the density, and 
= [(1 + (^) - (1 - ^ )T„„(- |)1 
2R'  xz^2 '  
99 = [(1 + &)'r8zi) - (1 -
2R xz 2 
1' 
q = [(1 + - (1 - %?)",(- |)] 2R' z^ 2' 
m,; = ^  [ (1 + Is)!',, è) + (1 - &)T„ (- ?)] 2R' xz^2' 2R' xz* 2' 
= I [<1 + |5)Tj^<|) + (1 - ^ )v(-1)1 
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Substituting the expression of T, U and W into Eq. (8) and inte­
grating, both the equation of motion and boundary conditions are derived, 
The equations of motion are 
Q QQ o 
^ X 8 , X + +  r  +  =  P ^ , t t  +  S $ 8 , t t  
Qx.x + 4^ - f + S*z,tt + I K.tt 
M 
X 
where 
.x+%^- = Ktt + :*x.tt 
"xe.x+ E + 
&,x + 4^ - r - "z + + 2 K.tt 
=x,x+V - r -
h/2 
(P, S, I, J, K) = I P(1 + z/R)(l, z, z^, z^, z^)dz I '-h/2 
and the boundary conditions are as follows: 
(1) at each end of the shell, one member of each of the 
products N u°, N .v°, 0 w°, M $ , M R (li and S 0 must be 
X ' x0 ' X X xS 6' x^z X z 
specified; 
(2) the initial displacements and velocities must be specified. 
Substituting constitutive Eq. (6) into Eq. (9^ and taking account 
of the kinematic relations in Eqs. (2) and (3) yields the equation of 
mnf"î on in l-orrns nf <1-i jsnl flconion 1-B in nnoTfltTir form 
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"hi Hi h3 h4 h5 he h7' 
•u°" 
h2 ^22 ^23 ^24 ^25 he h7 
o 
V 
• ^9 
h3 ^23 ^33 ^34 ^35 he h7 w^ q 
h4 ^24 ^34 ^44 ^45 he h7 ^x 
= 
- m 
X 
hs ^25 ^35 ^5 he h7 ^6 -
he ^26 ^36 ^46 ^56 he h7 m 
Lh7 ^7 ^37 ^47 ^57 h7 hT. A - n 
and the operator are defined in Appendix B. 
Equation (10) is a direct extension of the Hildebrand, Reissner, 
and Thomas theory (35b] for isotropic homogeneous shells to laminated aniso­
tropic cylindrical shells. 
In order to further improve the accuracy of the numerical result, 
shear correction factors are introduced as shown in Eq. (4). For 
static analysis of homogeneous plates, shear correction factors are 
often determined by considering the transverse shear stresses as 
calculated from the equilibrium equations of elasticity [36]. For dynamic 
analysis of homogeneous isotropic media, Timoshenko introduced a 
shear coefficient in the Timoshenko beam equation [37] and the analogous 
equations for plates by Mindlin [38]. In the latter paper it was shown 
how shear coefficients may be chosen to effect a perfect match between 
the plate theory and dynamic elasticity in one or another part of the 
frequency spectrum depending upon the range of wave length and mode 
of greatest interest in a particular application of the approximate 
equations. In the present theory the number of correction factors 
exceeds those normally found in a place cheory. In addition, one must 
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not forget that are correction factors and as such there is no "exact" 
means of determining them. For the sake of simplicity, all values of 
k^ in the present work are chosen as TT/,yÏ2, the classical value deter­
mined by Mind lin [38] , which is also veiry close to the value 5/6 determined 
by Reissner [36]. The same value of k^ has also been used by Mir sky [39]. 
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AXISYMMETRIC DEFORMA.TICK OF FINITE LENGTH CYLINDRICAL 
SHELLS UNDER UNIFORM STATIC PRESSURE 
Consider a circular cylindrical shell of length L, under uniform, 
static, internal pressure. The shell configuration is shown previously 
in Fig. 1. Assume the loading and shell construction are synmetrical 
with respect to the axis of the shell; the deformations are also 
symmetrical. It follows that the stress components are independent of 
9, and all derivatives with respect to 6 in Eq. (10) vanish. For 
static loading, displacement field is independent of time t. Equation (10) 
will be reduced to a system of second order ordinary differential 
equations. Two types of boundary conditions are investigated: (a) both 
ends simply supported and (b) both ends fixed. 
For a finite length circular cylindrical shell, simply supported 
at both ends x = 0, L, a uniform static normal pressure (- ® ~ Pq 
is applied on the inner surface of the shell with all other surface 
tractions vanishing. The boundary conditions at the simply supported ends 
X = 0, L are 
The pressure loading p^ can be expanded into a Fourier sine series 
between x = 0 and x = L 
Simply Supported Ends 
(11) 
(12) 
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Where the Fourier coefficients f are 
n 
4Po 
f = n = odd 
n nTT 
- 0 n = even 
Substituting Eq. (12) into equations of equilibrium (10) yields 
infinite sets of seven simultaneous differential equations with u°, 
v°, w°, è , A , * , and 0 , as unknowns. A cursory examination of 
n' n' *xn' *en *zn' zn' 
Eqs. (10), (12) and the boundary conditions in Eq. (11) in conjunction 
with Eq. (6) reveals that the solutions of the seven simultaneous 
differential equations are of the form 
eo^ m 
11° (X) = 2^  u°(x) = h y? cos p X 
n=l,3,5 n=l,3,5 
00^ 
v°(x) = ^ v°(x) = h 2] y? Pn* 
n=l,3,5 n=l,3,5 
00 00 
w°(x) = T w°(x) = h T y? V 
n=l%3,5 n=l%3,5 
" ,£.5 ' n=S.5 
° „=S.5 ' n=iÇ.5 
00 CO 
° ..6.5 ° „=S.5 
, nTT 
where p_ = — 
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Substituting Eqs. (12) and (13) into Eq. (6) yields infinite sets of 
seven simultaneous algebraic equations in the following form 
VL? y%a" (i=l, 2, ... 7) (14) 
(n = 1, 3, 5, ...) 
where 
" *11 + V- ° *16 + ^13 " - ^  *12" 
n 
^4 ' ®11 + "ll"' - =16 + V' f (*13+ ®12 + ®13>''> 
k2 
Ln ' - r (=13 + (=13 + 2 »12)*)' ^ 22 - *66 + *66» + 75 (*44 
n 
- V + ^23 ' - (*26 + *45%) 
n 2 
_ _ _ k^k. _ _ kg _ _ 
2^4 - (=16 + °16''>"1^ *45''' ^ 5 ° (=66 + °66"> " 3 (*44 "=44" 
+ "il/ - ^1,1/ ' ^26 ° " r (*36 + (=26 +=36 * 
n 
^27 = - r (=36 + (»36 +i "26 ' ^33 ' (*55 + =55"'"? 
k2 " 
+ 4 <^22 • ®22°' °22°'^ +^22°'^ ' ^34 'F ^^55^1 ^®55^1 ' ®12^ 
n 
% = r W(*45 • =26")' ^ 36°"A(=55 + °55"> (*23 +=22» 
^ k k 
- =22"^  +^ 22"' • «22"'') • ^ 7 =-T^  =55 +^  (=23 " I =22» " 5 ^22®^  +I «22"^ ) ' 
k' _ _ - 1 
^44"®ll+^l"+;i (*55+=55")' ^ 5'°°16+''I6"+;T W45' 
''n \ 
4^6 " " X" ((=13 ' ^1^ 3=55) + (=12 + "l3 ' \V55)") ' 
" k  ^
^47-- r (^3-\\ 2 V' ^5=°6ô+^6ô"+i (*44-=44"+V^ 
K 
19 
- ^44"'+«44"'')' ^ 56 = - r <(=36-
n 
k k 
S? ^ • r~ ^ ^36 " 2 °45 "''2 ^^^36 '^^26^°'' ^ 66 " °55 "^^55® """TY ^^33 
n A. 
F 
+ (Bgg +2Bgg)a + D2ga -Fgg* +^22» ), Lg^=^ (B^^ + (D^^ +1.5 Qf 
n 
- 2 H22<Ï ) +kgk^(F^^ +H^3Qf), =^ (^33 (^33 '*'^23^°'"^4 ^22°^ ^ "*"4 ®55 
n 
and II 
•r 
II 0
 
01
 
to
 3
 
II 0, 
n 
^3 " 
n 
^4 
n 
= 0, ag = 0, 
n 
=6 = 1 n 
" 2 =3' 
n 1 n 
®7 ~ 8 ®3 
X.' 
ti 
= R ' \i " V ' ^ij " E^ hy ®ij " ®ij 
°i3 ° ^  °ir "li ' ^ ^ir "y ' "u 
Solution based on Eq. (14) is designated as Theory I. 
Solving Eq. (14) yields the solution of y^ for each n. Substituting 
back in Eq. (13), the solution of u°, v°, w°, 4^, 4^^, and 4)^ can be 
obtained. 
In order to show the effects of transverse shear strain without 
considering transverse normal strain and expansional strain, and 0^ 
are set equal to zero. Equations (14) are then reduced to infinite 
sets of five simultaneous algebraic equations 
5 
V -n n (i = 1, 2, ... 5) (15) 
(n = 1, 3, 5, ...) 
Tfhere the expression? of L?. ^nfl in (16) and (IS) are identical. 
Solution from Eq. (15) will be designated as Theory II. 
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For comparison, equations of motion based on Flugge's Theory [9, 40] 
are listed in Appendix C. Similar to Eq. (14), infinite sets of 
three simultaneous algebraic equations are formed 
^ ~ " = 1, 2, 3) (n = l, 3, 5 ...) (16) 
where 
J-i 
^2 = ^ 16 + "l6" + «y» 
^3 ° - ®11 + - h hi"' 
n 
% = (\6 + 33^6" + 
Hz " ' ®16 ^''26°'^*'n " ~ (*26" °26* ' '
n 
^33 ^ll'^n ^®12" ^ (^22 " ^ 22* ^22* ^ ' 
n 
a" = 0, a^ = 0, a" = - 2(2 - a)/(nTi\^) 
where a = h/R, X = ntrh/L 
n 
and L.. = L.. 
1] Ji 
Fixed Ends 
For a fixed end cylindrical shell, the boundary conditions at 
the ends x = 0, L, are 
u° = v° = w° = $ = = & =0 =0 (17) 
X '0 'z z 
A closed form solution to satisfy the equations of equilibrium (10) 
and the boundary condition (17) is veiy difficult to achieve. In 
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order to obtain an approximate solution, a finite-difference technique 
is used. The governing differential equations in (10) are simulated 
by approximating their derivatives by finite-difference expressions. 
For a typical point on the middle surface of the shell, the finite-
difference grid is shown in Fig. 2. By using the conventional central 
finite difference and assuming square mesh (h^ = h^ = t) the derivatives 
of function f(x, 8) can be approximated by 
f ^ (I, J) = (f(I + 1, J) - f(I - 1, J))/2t 
f g(l, J) = (f(l, J + 1) - f(l, J - l))/2t 
f ^g(l, J) = (f(l + 1, J + 1) - f(l + 1, J - 1) - f(l - 1, J+1) 
+ f(I - 1, J - l))/4t^ 
f gg(I, J) = (f(I + 1, J) - 2f(I, J) + f(I - 1, J))/t 2 
f ggd, J) = (f(l, J + 11 - 2f(l, J) + f(l, J - l))/t 2 
l-l,j+l I,J+l . I+l , J+l 
h2 
I-1,J I,J I+l, J 
<> 
-9* 
i-i,j-i i,j-i i+i,j-i 
h 1 1 
Fig. 2. Finite-difference mesh 
0 vanish, the derivatives of functions f(x, 0) reduce to 
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f (I) = (f(I + 1) - f(I - l)/2t 
(18) 
f ^ (I) = (f (I + 1) - 2f(I) + f(I - l))/t 2 
If the shell is divided into m equal intervals along the length, 
there are m + 1 nodal points. Based on Theory I, at each nodal point 
there are seven unknown functions (u°, v°, w°, 0^) and therefore 
seven finite difference equations are formed. For nodal points at 
X = 0 and x = L boundary condition (17) can be applied. Thus for m 
equal intervals there are seven (m - 1) simultaneous algebraic 
equations with same numbers of unknowns which can be solved by using 
a digital computer. Similarly, solutions based on Theory II can be 
obtained by solving five (m - 1) simultaneous algebraic equations. 
For Flûgge's solution, central difference is used except at points 
next to the boundaries where Trapezium method [11] were used to approxi­
mate the third derivative of u and v. The expression is approximated 
as 
where I - 1 is the boundary point. The reason for that is to avoid 
Introducing new unknowns outside the boundary nodal points. However, 
d^u ^  - u(I - 1) + 3u(I) - 3u(I + 1) + u(I + 2) 
dx^ (6x)^ 
(19) 
d w d w 
we still use central difference for —— and —- and their approxlma-
d\ ^ - w(I - 2) + 2w(I - 1) - 2w(I + 1) + w(I + 2) 
dx^ 2(Ax)3 
d^w ^ w(I - 2) - 4w(I - 1) + 6w(I) - 4w(I + 1) +w(I + 2) 
, 4 _\4 
(20) 
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dw w f I — 1) " w f I + 
The boundary condition — = 0 can be approximated by —^ 2bx. 
= 0 which leads to w(I - 1) = w(I + 1) at the end points, x = 0, L. 
Numerical Results 
Four layer 0/-0/-0/0 laminates are considered. Each ply has the 
following material properties 
Ej^ = 20 X 10^ psi E^ = 10^ psi 
\t ' ''it = "-2= 
G,_ = 0.6 X 10^ psi G = 0.5 X 10^ psi 
1JL 
where L and T are directions parallel and normal to the fibers, 
respectively. V is the Poisson ratio measuring transverse strain 
under uniaxial normal stress parallel to the fibers. The material 
properties given in Eq. (81) represent a graphite-epoxy composite with 
a 50-50 volume ratio. The value of shear correction factor is 
assumed to the classical value of rr/JÏÏ, Several parameters are varied 
in this study, namely the angle 0 ; ratios L/h and R/h. 
Define a ratio 
where (a.) is the maximum hoop stress occurred at the inner sur-
face of the shell, and (o-„) = -r— is the average hoop stress 
' H ave h 
obtained from elementary method. In the above expression R^ is the 
inner radius. Figures 3 through 14 show the variation of ratio 
^ ^ J M ^ ^  A M . ^ ^ ^  ^  ^  ^  Q ^ é 
increases. For small values of or^, the ratio obtained from Theory I, 
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Theory II and Flûgge's theory are almost the same. But for a greater 
value of 01^, which implies a thicker shell, results obtained from the 
three theories are quite different. For exan^le, we observe in Fig. 3 
for = 1.0 the ratio = 1.75 in Theory I, 1.45 in Theory II and 1.40 
in Fliigge's theory. This implies that the results obtained from Flugge's 
theory is less conservative than the results obtained from the refined 
theory. Furthermore, the results from Theory I in which both the ef­
fects of transverse shear strain and transverse normal strain are in­
cluded is always greater than the results from Theory II in which the 
effect of transverse normal strain is excluded. This indicates that 
the influence of transverse normal strain is important for thick shells 
loaded radially. 
In Figs. 15 through 17, w is plotted as a function of 0. We ob­
served that w for 0 = 0 is considerably higher than w for 0 = 90°. This 
is attributed to the fact that when 0 = 90°, the fiber is along the 
circumferential direction. This fact is true as long as the cylindrical 
shell is not too short and loaded in the radial direction. 
In Figs. 18 through 24, the nondimensional displacement variables 
u°, v°, w°, and "$5^ are plotted as a function of x/L for a 
45/-45/-45/45 laminate. It is particularly interesting to point out 
that the circumferential displacement v° usually vanishes under symmetric 
loading for isotropic and orthotropic materials, but this is no longer 
true for anisotropic materials as shown in Fig. 20. Also it should be 
pointed out that the slope of w at x = 0 and L is different from zero. 
This is attributed to tbe fant that the effect of transverse shear 
deformation is included. This is easily observed in Fig. 22. 
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Simply Supported Shells: Theory I , Theory II , Fliigge — 
l/g = 10 
.0 z 
Fig. 3. vs (0 = 0°), Fig. 4. Pj vs Qfj (0 = 0°). 
. 0  ' 2  ' ¥  . 6  -8  XO 
0<f 
Fig. 5. vs (0 = 45°), Fig. 6. V8 (0 = 45°), 
64-/0 
Fig. 7. VS of^ (0 » 90°) 
A O  ji . a  I . a  
Fig. 8. p^ vs (0 = 90°), 
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Fixed-End Shells: Theory I , Theory II , Fliigge 
- fO 
• O .2 .4 .6 a l-o 
Fig. 9. vs CK^ (0 = 0°). Fig. 10. vs (0 = 0°), 
A I 
3.0 
2.5 
20 
1-5 
10 
Fig. 11. vs CK^ (0 = 45°) 
-4 
Fig. 12. 
4^ 'S f'O 
Pi vs ûf^ (0 = 45°), 
^/k - ¥ 
Fig. 13. vs Qf^ (0 = 90°). Fig. 14. vs Qf^ (0 = 90°). 
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a 
0° 30° 60° 90° 
Fig. 15. ^ vs 0. Simply supported shell. 
120 
= 10.0 
^/o = O.l 
QO 60° 30° 
Fig. 16. w® vs 0. Fixed-end shell. 
3.0 
2 .0  
1.0 
0.0 
60° 
Fig. 17. w° vs 0. Simply-supported shell. 
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Fig. 18. u° vs x/L. Fig. 19. vs x/L. 
% 
,k|< 
ki ^  
M O 
—«/o 
Fig. 20. v° vs x/L. Fig. 21. vs x/L. 
Fig. 22. vs x/L. 
lii-e 
II o 
-AO 
.5 uo 
7 
Fig. 23, iTz vs x/L. 
%f> 
II f.O 
0 A 
0 '5 
Fig. 24. ^z vs x/L. 
AO 
Ffxed *en<J 5/)g// 
4.5" 
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DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF CYLINDRICAL SHELLS SUBJECTED TO 
TIME-DEPENDENT INTERNAL PRESSURE 
A laminated composite cylindrical shell under time-dependent 
dynamic loads is investigated. To the author's knowledge, no analytical 
method has been developed to analyze the dynamic response of anisotropic 
cylindrical shells. As mentioned early in the introduction, literature 
on the dynamic response of cylindrical shell is limited to the case of 
orthotropic materials. 
To analyze dynamic problems, Laplace transform technique seems to 
be a suitable means to apply. This method is, however, handicapped by 
the fact that the inversion of the transformation is very difficult. 
This is particularly true when the materials involved in the problem 
are anisotropic. In this research, the classical method of separation 
of variables is used to analyze dynamic problems of laminate aniso­
tropic shells. This method was first used by Mindlin and Goodman [30] 
to investigate the problem of time-dependent boundary condition 
of beams and was extended by Yu [31] to analyze the dynamic response 
of sandwich plates. Recently Sun and Whitney [32] employed this method 
to investigate laminated anisotropic plates in cylindrical bending. 
Equations of Motion 
Consider a circular cylindrical shell of constant thickness h, 
composed of thin layers of anisotropic materials bonded together. The 
coordinate «ymtem <« shown previously in Fie. 1. The material of each 
layer is assumed to possess a plane of elastic symmetry perpendicular 
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to the z axis. For symmetric loading, the displacement field is 
independent of 9. The displacement components which include the ef­
fect of transverse shear deformation is assumed as follows: 
Comparing Eq. (21) with Eq. (1), it is noted that and 0^ in Eq. (1) 
do not appear in Eq. (21); this implies that the effect of transverse 
normal strain is not included. This approximation is taken in order 
to simplify the mathematical expression and numerical calculation. It 
should be pointed out that there is no difficulty to extend this method 
to the case in which both the effects of transverse shear strain and 
transverse normal strain are included. 
Following the procedure in Reference [15], which was outlined 
previously in this work, the equations of motion for laminated cylindrical 
shells under axisymmetric loadings are given by 
u = u°(x, t) + z\tr^(x, t) 
V ^ v°(x, t) + z$g(x, t) 
w = w°(x, t) 
(21) 
11 ^  R /^x.xx 
(22) 
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o v° / B \ 
2 - (*26 + ''lV45> ~f + "=1^55 + 
+ (w45 - ¥)*e,x + P - "•"•> 
+ 4^)"*°=== + (®16 + ^)'°XX + V2^5 R" 
- f^ 5S + "'""R °")''-x + - 4^ 55 + ¥)*x 
+ Ol6*e,xx - '=l'=2\5*9 + "x ° Ktt + "x.tt 
"E^"°xx + (®66 + ^ )^°xx •'2^44 • "r ^)r 
«26 
- • "rj"'x + "«•x.xx " '=lV45*x + °66*e. 
• •'2^44 - -5^ + ;5^)*e + "b = =^°tt + 1*8.tt 
,h/2 
S, I) = I p(l, z, z^)dz 
XX 
/ -h/2 
I- '> - " i  "=) 
TggCx, |, t) - Tq^(x, - |, t) (22a) 
CT^(x, t) - a^(x, - |, t) 
I '•^XI^'^' I- '> + ^xzC*' - I' 
I tT„,(X, |, t) + T„,(X, - t)] 
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The appropriate initial and boundary conditions to guarantee a 
unique solution to Eqs. (9) through (13) consist of the following: 
A. On both ends of the shell: any combination which contains 
one member of each of the five products 
"x-"' V' 
B. Throughout the shell: (a) either a^(h/2), (- h/2), or w; 
h/2)' "^ez^' h/2) 
or v°, ijig, and (b) the initial values of the five displacement 
variables, u°, v°, w, and ijlg, and their time derivatives. 
In terms of the displacement variable and Eq. (6) boundary 
conditions A can be written in the form 
1^1 + + *12 R + fl6 + 
+ ^16 + 4^)*9.x ° ®1 " "'° ° 
= Bg or u° (x = L) (23a) 
I&16 + -i^)"°x + *26 E + (*66 + "r^)^°x + (®16 + 4^) "x.x 
+ (*66 + -R;)*e.x = *3 v°(x = 0) 
= B^ or v° (x = L) (23b) 
= Bg or w (x = 0) 
1V45 (•e • 
= Bg or w (x = L) (23c) 
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(®U + -57"?% + ®12 R + (°16 + + "u'x.x 
+ Ol6*e.% ' ®7 " •x 0= = o> 
= Bg or ilf^ (X = L) (23d) 
(®i6 + ^ )"-x + *26 5 + fee + + Oie+a.z 
+ °ee*e,x = *9 *e (= = °) 
= B q^ or ijig (x = L) (23e) 
where B^, B^ B^^ are thus functions of u°, v°, w, \|f^, and $g. To 
specify the boundary conditions, we may then write 
B^(u°, v°, w, $g) = f^(t) (i = 1, 2 — 10) (24) 
where f^(t) are prescribed functions of the time at the boundary x = 0 
or X = L. 
Orthogonality of the Principal Modes 
An infinite set of the natural frequencies, cu^, and the corresponding 
principal modes (U , V , W , \p , g» ) of the laminated shell are deter-
n m n xm o n 
mined by the homogeneous equations of motion and homogeneous boundary 
conditions associated with Eqs. (22) and (23). The governing equations 
for the principal modes are found by substituting 
i(u t iu) t icu t 
u° = U (x)e " v° = V (x)e w° = W (x)e ^ 
n n n 
iu) t id) t 
" * s '  " (25) 
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into the homogeneous form of the governing equations in (21) with the 
result 
(^ 11 + -R^)"n.xx ^ "1^+(®11 
+ (®16 + ¥)*en.xx + = " »6a) 
1^6 + "rj'n.xx + (Se + - ''2(^ 44 
+ (Ajj + k^kgA^^) + (Élu; ^";ir)'4im,:xx^ "R" 
+ (®66 + - E^)*6n,xx '"'2 (v " "F •*" ^)"F 
+ (o^(PV + S*. ) = 0 (26b) 
n n on 
- 42 V - »26 + W45' + "iks + ¥)"».:« 
+ (W45 - ¥) Vx"-X = » (2*:) 
(®U + 'i7''n,xx + (®16 + + W45 f 
- (=^55 + '"'"r + V,c.xx-kî^55+^*xn 
+ "16 %n.« - HWsn + + I*xn> = » <26d) 
(=16 + + (®66 + -R^^n.xx + 4 ^44 —T+^f 
(kj^kjA^j - -R^®„_3t'''''l6*xn.xx'''l''A5 xm'''''66*en,x% 
- "2 1*44 - -f + :r)*8n + + 1*6.) = " 
ix / 
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where the subscript, n, in Eqs. (26a) through (26e) denotes the nth 
mode. 
The orthogonality condition of the principal modes may be estab­
lished in the usual manner. Multiplying Eq. (26a) by (mth mode) 
and integrating with respect to x from 0 to L yields 
^ ^ )"n.x + *12 IT + Tie + -é\,K + [hi + -r7 
+ ke + -f u m iA,i + -~) U U II R / n,x m,x 
12"n\,x + (^ 6 + ¥) + fll + ¥)''xn,x"n.,; + A 
+ (®16 + -fj Te..x»m.x dx + UJ 
n f Jr\ 
+ SY U )dx = 0 
xn m 
(27) 
By virtue of homogeneous boundary conditions [Eq. (23a)], the 
first term in Eq. (27) vanishes identically. Similarly, by multiplying 
Eqs. (26b) by V , (26c) by W , (26d) by ^  , and (26e) by % , integrating 
m m xm wm 
with respect to x from 0 to L and then applying the homogeneous boundary 
conditions, Eqs. (23b) through (23e), expression analogous to Eq. (27) 
can be derived. Adding the results and rearranging terms leads to the 
following expression 
L L ^11 + fl6 +¥) <'n.x°n..x-™n,x'm.x'*12l <"n«n.,x-«'n.xV 
(®U + "r^) (V,x"n..x + "n,x*xn..x' + (®16 •^"l7<V,x"m,x+"r..x*em,x> 
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+ "^+46 E Vm.% + 'n.xV 
- W45 R <"n,x\ + Vm,x> + ('w + ¥) <*xn.x\,x + \,xVx> 
- 4"As ; < V« + Vxm> + ke + ¥)<''0a,x^.,x + ^.x^^en-.x' 
- "T (v - "T + ;2*)(*eoVm + Vem> + "Kss + -f) "n,x"m.x 
^ f22 + "iL + ¥) <Vm,x + "n.x''xn.> 
+ «12 5 "xn.x"m + Vxm.x> + VAsV-n.. + ''n.x''6m> 
+ =26 I «VA + Ven..x> + ®ll'»xn.xVx + Vxm 
+ »16<''en.x''xn..x + ''xn.x''e«,x> + Vxm + WsJ 
^ ^66'^8n,x'%m,x *^2 y 
r 
+ 
R 
(^44 "T^-^  ^ 9a^em 
= % I + Vm + W + *xm + 
"0 
A cursory examination of Eq. (28) reveals that it is symmetric with 
respect to m and n. Interchanging m and n in Eq. (28) and subtracting 
the results from Eq. (28) yields 
r ("•n - I f + % 
+ (SU^ + + (SVn + IM'en)^em]dx = 0 (29) 
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Since in general m f n and u) (u in Eq. (29), the desired orthogonality 
n ni 
condition is given by the expression of Eq. (29). 
The same result can also be derived directly from Clebsch's 
Theorem [12]. 
Separation of Variables 
Assume a solution to equations in (22) of the form 
10 
u° - g + E 
o V- ^ 
A ^ 
W = 2^ W (x)T (t) + 2^ q (x)f (t) (30) 
n=l " " i=l 
n=l 1=1 
00 10 
•s ° S + E 
n=l 1=1 
where T^(t) and qjj^(x) in Eq. (30) are unknown functions of t and x 
respectively. The first term in Eq. (30) represents the solution 
corresponding to homogeneous boundary conditions, while the second term 
represents the solution generated by the forcing functions f^^ (t) 
prescribed at the boundary x = 0 and x = L. 
Substituting Eq. (30) into the equations of motion in (22) and 
taking into account of the governing equations for the principal modes 
leads to the results 
38 
n=l 
A 4-^il 
16 R/%,xx 
+ 42 "4^ + (®11 + -R^ ^4i,xx + (®16 + 41^51,XX + P, 
n=l 
10 
= S + V. + Z (flu + (31) 
10 
*16+ R /^li.xx'"' ^66'"' R)%,xx 
9of 
R / R 
+ "2 K • "T""^] -r +Pe 
10 
n + ^\A + S ^"21 + (32) 
10 
1=1 
914 
Z »>A+E £i -42 0^26+W45) 4^ 
n=l 1=1 L 
+ ^55 +"0 '31- ^22 - "F ^ 
+ kSs + ^ (W45 -^kl.x 
10 
+ p = % + % fl3À (33) 
i=l 
10 
n=l 1=1 
[®11+-17^11,XX + (®16+-i7^2i,xx 
'21 / 2 ^1^55 - ®12\ 
+ W« R - \V45+ R j''3i.x+nil%i.=c 
- '*'^16^51,XX " ^2^5^51' 
= T + ^ (^li + ^ %i>h 
n=l 1=1 
(.J4V 
39 
10 
+ 4 ^ 44 (w45 --|4-%^+''l6%i, 
R 
XX 
2 / ^44 ^44\ 
- W45V + "ee'si .XX • ''2 (V ~ •^X/ '51 
10 ^ ^ 
= £ (SV„ + WgJT. + E (-121 + II51' 
+ m 
e 
(35) 
 
_ .. .. _ 
n=l i=l 
Now we expand in a series all terms in Eqs. (31) through (35) 
which are not expressed in terms of the principal modes in the following 
manner 
Px =Ë 
n=l 
(36) 
Pe = Ê 
n=l 
(37) 
P = E 
n=l 
(38) 
-X = E + ^*xn> 
n=l 
CD 
"9 =E Q.(C)(SVn + I*,n) 
n=l 
(39) 
(40) 
Pill + SI41 " Ê «in<™n + 
n=l 
Pq2i + Sq,. = t G.„(PV„ + »e„) 
n=i 
(41) 
(42) 
^3i = 4 ^in^n (43) 
"g 
CO 
41 
(®16 +-|]''u,xx+ (v +-r)"'21 .XX +4(v 
^ ^26\^3i.x 
V VNv 
—"77-
- Ikj^kjA^j- R I R' +''l6l4i,xx - Vz^S^l '"'"««''Sl.xx 
"zL + 'l.(=^. + »Sa> 
\ K / n—1 
(50) 
The function Q^(t) and constants and in Eqs. (36) through (50) 
are determined by making use of the orthogonality condition in Eq. (29), 
Thus multiplying Eqs. (36) by U , (37) by V , (38) by W , (39) by , lU III lU JUU 
and (40) by ^  , adding the results, integrating with respect to x from 6ni 
0 to L, and taking into account Eq. (29) leads to the result 
.L 
= 7 
nn i (51) 
where 
Jo nn 
In exactly the same manner, the constants and from Eqs. (41) 
to (50) are determined witii the result 
•L 
=ln=7 
nn f. [ (Pqu + ="41)». + + V. 
+ (Sqj. + + (Sqjj + dx (53) 
If ^3i,x XX I 16 R /^2i,xx 12 R 
+ ki+4^ki,xx+ Pi6+-rti5i.xx 
- / B., D,A a^. 44 44» 2,1 
44" R _2 /_2 
42 
^3i X / A *^41 
+ (A2g+k^k2A^g) r' + ^16 /^^41 ,xx'''^T" 
n 
»ll+44''ll.x%+ (°16+-rV2i,%x+\5 -f 
,xx"^l^ 
B, 
55 • R IH i  [A„ +-^ia 
®16'^5i,xx • *xn + -A 
li.x 
12 R 
B, 
(A26+\k2^45) —^ + \^55+ R j%,xx 
+ LkgA^ g - R Y s i ^x Wn + 
+ '=66+ -|^l2i.%x+4|^44—T+^-T 
K^2\5 • t)~R^"*"®16*'4i,xx " ^A^45*^4i "'"®66^5i, XX 
- 4^44 - + ;r)'5i 4^ en dx (54) 
The unknown functions qj^(x) (j = 1, 2, ... 5; i = 1, 2, ... 10) 
can be determined from the time-dependent boundary conditions, Eq. (24), 
which, after taking into account Eq. (30), take the form 
.0=)+^  h 
= f^ ( t )  
j=l 
(i = 1, 2, ... 10) 
(Qlj. Qgy ^4j' 95j)fj 
(55) 
In order that the boundary conditions on U T , V T ... and be 
•' n n n n on n 
homogeneous and independent of time, i.e., 
43 
it is necessary that 
10 
^ BiCqij, qgj, Sgj, S5j)fj = 
which is satisfied by requiring 
BiCqij, qgj, qgj, <Ï4j» Qgj) = 
0 i f j 
(i, j=l, 2 ... 10) (56) 
il i = j 
The functions q^^, q^^j q^^, q^^^, and q^^ can be determined by die 
Mindlin and Goodman [30] procedure. 
The unknown function T^(t) are determined by substituting Eqs. (36) 
through (50) into Eqs. (31) through (35), and equating the nth terms 
yielding 
10 10 
\ + Vi+E «lA i=l i=l 
The solution to Eq. (57) is of the form 
(57) 
I_^(t).A^co8œ_t+BnStaV+^ f 
sin 0) (t - T)dT 
n 
(58) 
where A and B are determined from the initial conditions. Equation (58) 
n n 
can be simplified using integration by parts In the following manner 
.t L f^r) sinm^(t - T)dT = - f(0) sinm^t - m^f(0) cos (u^t 
+ w^f^(t) -œ; I F^ (T) Sin (t - T)dT 
44 
Equation (58) now becomes 
10 
T^(t) = cos (1) t + 
n. 
10 
ViC) sin u) t n 
sin (D^(t - T)dT (59) 
Equation (59) yields the following result 
T (0) = A 
n n 
T (0) = U) B 
n n n 
(60) 
To determine A and B , the initial conditions are expanded in a series 
n n 
of the principal modes, i.e.. 
u (x, 0) = > C^U^(x) 
V°(X, 0) = ^  
#1 ^ ^ 
w(x, 0) = ^  C^W^(x) (61) 
11=1 
00 
n=l 
(X. 0) = V (X) 
n=l 
45 
i°(x, 0) = J D^U^Cx) 
n=l 
CO 
v°(x, 0) = ^  D^V^(x) 
n=l 
00 
W(X, 0) = ^  (62) 
Ijl (x, 0) = > D 
n n xn 
0) = 2 ^I'enW 
n=l 
where constants C and D are determined in an entirely similar manner 
n n 
as Q^(t), and were, by making use of the orthogonality condition 
in Eq. (29). The results give 
1 r" 1 I r O / \ . „0, 
= ~I [u"" (X, 0) (PU^ + + V (X, 0) (PV^ + SM-q^) 
nn Jo 
+ w(x, 0)PW^+ i^(x, 0)(SU^ + I>l'^)+i|g(x, 0)(SV^ + I*g^)]dx 
(63) 
and 
D = j [u°(x, 
" 'nnl 
0) (PU^ + S^) + v° (X, 0) (PV^ + S^Q^) 
'0 
+ w(x, 0)PW^ + i^(x, 0)(SU^ + I^^) + iQ(x, 0)(SV^ + S*@J 
(64) 
A cursory examination of Eqs. (41) through (45) reveals that 
46 
"il ° h hn\- -21 i - S n=l 
151 ° E ®ln*en 
n=l 
Substituting Equations in (61) into Eq, (30) at t = 0 and taking 
Eqs, (60) and (65) into account yields the result 
10 
^ - S (66) 
1—1 
By the same procedure, is determined from equations in (62) and the 
initial velocity condition of the displacement variables with the 
result 
10 
i=l \ ^  "a - S n 
Equation (58) now becomes 
T (t) = I 
n 1=1 n J 
10 
Q^Ct) + Z + 
(67) 
sin u)^(t - T)dT (68) 
The complete solution now consists of Eqs. (30) and (68). The 
functions q^^, qg^, ... q^^, are determined from Eq. (56) according to 
Mindlin and Goodman procedure [30], and Q^(t), C^, and are 
from Eqs. (51), (53), (54), (63), and (64) respectively. 
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Simply Supported Shell 
Consider a laminated shell, simply supported at the ends, x = 0, L. 
A uniform normal pressure, p(x, t) = p^FCt), (where p^ is a constant) 
is suddenly applied on the inner surface of the shell. In addition 
Px = Pe ° = *8 = 0 (69) 
The boundary conditions at x = 0, L are 
w  =  N = N  = M = M - = 0  ( 7 0 )  
X X0 X X0 
Since 
fj(t) = 0 
"11 = «2i = '31 ' "41 '"51 ° " (71) 
From Eqs. (53) and (54) 
=1. = «m = " 
Equation (51) now takes the form 
0 (t) = —J 1 W (x)<ta (73) 
Jo 
For simplicity, all initial displacements and velocities are assumed 
to be zero. As a result, Eqs. (63) and (64) yield 
C = D = 0 (74) 
n n 
Equation (68) now becomes 
T^(t) = ^  I Q^(T) sin u)^(t - T)dT (75) 
" Jo 
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A cursory examination of Eq. (26) and the boundary conditions, Eq. (70), 
in conjunction with Eq. (23), reveals that the principal modes are of 
the form 
U (x) = E h cos (76a) 
n n Li 
V (x) = F h cos (76b) 
n n L 
W (x) = G h sin (76c) 
n n L 
= "n ^ 
\ Sgi (76e) 
Substituting Eqs. (76a) through (76e) into the governing equations for 
the principal modes yields a set of five homogeneous algebraic equations 
with (1)^ being chosen such that the determinant of the coefficient matrix 
vanishes. It should be noted that, for the general case, five frequencies 
and five modes are associated with each value of n although only a 
single summation is used in Eqs. (76a) through (76e). This interpretation 
should be used whenever a series expansion is used in conjunction with 
the principal modes. From Eqs. (81) and (76c) 
2p LhG F(t) 
nn 
=0 (n even) 
where is determined from Eqs. (52) and (76) with the result 
(77) 
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^nn 2 
Ph 
f/H /K \ 
+# % + w 
(j 
n 
(78) 
Substituting Eq. (77) into Eq. (75) yields 
.t l 2p LhG ^.0:) = mrm J " I ""n" ' n nn (79) 
Equations (76a) through (76e) in conjunction with Eq. (79) constitute 
the complete solution to the problem. 
Numerical Example 
Consider a laminated shell with the same density p for each layer. A 
constant value of the density in conjunction with Eq. (22a) and (78) 
yields the result 
J — 
nn 
where 
2 3 
G ph\ 
n (80) 
,2-1 
+ TTT 
12 VG 
n/ 
(81) 
Consider four cases of time-dependent dynamic loadings: (1) constant 
uniform pressure, (2) constant uniform pressure removed at time t^, 
(3) pressure increase linearly with time and then maintained at constant, 
and (4) an instantaneous pressure of large magnitude. Then the function 
f-nVoQ f-fio fnl Ino-tnor •forma; 
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Case 1^. Unit step function 
F(t) = H(t) 
Substituting Eqs. (80) and (82) into Eq. (79) yields 
(82) 
V)  
nrrph m G 
n n 
Case 2 
(83) 
F(t) = 1 
= 0 
0 < t < ti 
t^<t 
(84) 
Substituting Eq. (84) into Eq. (79) yields 
4p a 
o n 
= - 2 2 
nrrph lu G 
n n 
4p a 
o n 
2 2 
nrrph tu G 
n n 
(1 - cos u) t) 0 < t < t, 
n — — j 
[cos CD (t - t.) - COS U) t] t^  < t 
(85) 
Case 3 
F(t) =f- 0 <t <t. 
= 1 tj^  < t 
(86) 
Substituting Eq. (86) into Eq. (79) yields 
4p Qf /. sin U) t\ 
n n 
- - - -1 
2 2 
nrrph G co 
n n 
, sin 0) t 
n i  n i .  
Case 4 
(87) 
ti<t 
F(t) = ô(t) 
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where ô(t) is Dirac delta function of time, i.e., F(t) is to.be zero 
if t # 0 and F(t) is to be infinity at t = 0 in such a way that 
r I F(t)dt = 1 (89) 
Substituting Eq. (88) into Eq. (79) and using the important property 
of 6(t) that 
£ g(t)ô(t - a)dt = g(a) (90) 
yields 
41 Of 
T (t) = — sin (U t ( 9 1 )  
nTTph 0) G 
n n 
where represents the applied impulse per unit area. 
Equations (83), (85), (87), and (91), in conjunction with Eqs. (76) and 
(30) , lead to the following nondimensional results for Cases 1 through 3 
5°(x. t). £ 3"=^ 2 ^ "'Jfd) 
n=l,3,5 n m^ nm \ nm/ 
V°(X. t) = £ 4':°=^ E G® "njir) 
n=l,3,5 n m=l nm \ nm' 
° n£,5 7'""^ à -fc) 
2 
t) = ^ g C "nmfnz) ".«n® 
LX— ill— j. &&11& \ / 
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where 
_o o -o o 
" r ' "v^r 
-• • • (=#)'. 
(93) 
 ^- (=$).. 
and for Case 4 
^ ^ v(n^) 
n=l,3,5 n m=i nm \ nm/ 
9°(*' t) = £ A ^ S ^  "nJ^  
n=l,3,5 n m=l nm \ nm/ 
"<==• ' 2 ,4 T S "nm(n^ ) 
n=l,3j5 n ^1 \ nm/ 
'.<•••>•..S„ 7™ "flit (Ï) •-«>'-
where 
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/TTphU) 
u = 
41 
iiu°. 
mphu) 11\ 
w = 
'irphu) 
w 
in 
t e ' l r e  
/Trphu) 
V = ll\^o 
\«o / 
• RM'. (95) 
The function 0 (T) in Eqs. (92) and (94) takes the form 
tun 
Case 1 
= (1 - cos n^nnT) (96) 
Case 2 
0__(T) = (1 - cos n nTîT) 0 < T < T^ 
= [cos n nTT(T - T,) - cos fi httT] T, < 
rrm 1 lU" * 
Case 3 
/— sin Q nTîT' 
' T nm 
Ch' 
0 <T < T. 
— — 1 
sin 0 nrrT 
nm 
^ niTT. 
ran 1 nm J. 
?! < T 
(97) 
(98) 
where 
F = 
\P L 
(99) 
Case 4 
''nm""" 
/ I  A O N  
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Differentiating Eqs. (92) and (94) and substituting the result into 
the shell constitutive equation yields 
M^(x, t) = - E 
n=l73,5 n 
nrrx 
sin L z m=l 
E „ H 
nm . nm 
— + (h' — 
L nm nm 
+ (S) flÈ fss 
hi "ll V \ nm/ 
(101) 
M»(x, t) = - ^ „ 
^ n=l,3,5 n 
E
niTx 
L z m=l 
12 A/R% (r) (7) 
22 'h^-L' G 
+ (5) (S) ^  
22 nm 
/n. 
\ nm/ 
nm 
(102) 
for Cases 1 through 3 and 
2 phRLu)! 
\ 4p^D, 
11 M 
o 22 
2 2 
_ TTphR (1) 
° "55^7 "9 
(103) 
The functions 0^(T) are given by Eqs. (96), (97), and (98) for Cases 1 
through 3, respectively. Similarly, for Case 4, we obtain 
° • „=§,5 " S 
.R. ^16 ^ nm ^16 ^nm 
E „ H 
nm , ,R\ nm 
— + (h> 07 
nm nm 
' Ë) nm' (104) 
Mj(x, t) = - X 5 sin 
n=l,3,5 
5 
nroc 
^ èi 
TTD, H 1 , 12 /R\ ,R\ nm 
Z, 
•4Ï) (105) 
where 
55 
phRIm^ 
(106) 
\ "x 
2 
_ TTphR (U 
5e=^«e 
The function 0^ (T) in Eqs. (104) and (105) is given by Eq. (100). 
Numerical results of w, and Mg at the center (x = g) are 
evaluated and plotted by computer as shown in Figs. 25 through 48 
for four layer 0/90/90/0 and eight layer 0/0/45/-45/-45/45/0/0 laminates. 
Each ply has the following unfdirectional properties 
E^ = 20 X 10® psi E^ = 10® psi 
\T = ^TT = 0-25 
= 0.6 X 10® psi = 0.5 X 10® psi 
where L and T are the directions parallel and normal to the fibers 
respectively. is the Poisson ratio measuring transverse strain 
under uniaxial normal stress parallel to the fibers. The material 
properties given above represent graphite-epoxy composite with 50-50 
volume ratio. The values of and kg are assumed to be equal to the 
classical "n/JÏÏ, We also assume that h/L = 1/200 and h/R = 1/10.5. 
For loading of case 1, the response of w, and Mg as a function 
of T are shown in Figs. 25 through 30. 
The numerical results of w and Mg are compared with the corresponding 
static values. It shows that peak value of dynamic responses for w 
and are about two times as great as the corresponding static value 
U 
tor Û/90/5Û/Û laminate and abouL Lw'û and â half timGS higher for 
0/0/45/-45/-45/45/0/0 laminate. The results of the latter example seem in 
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contradiction with a well-known fact [41] that the stress under impact 
load is equal or less than two. However, it has been observed both 
experimentally and analytically by Suzuki [42, 43, 44] that the ratio 
between dynamic response to the corresponding static response may be 
greater than two. The static values for w, and Mg are obtained 
by a similar method as in static deformation part of this work. 
Figures 31 through 33 show the response of the w, and Mg as a 
function of T for 0/90/90/0 laminate under the loading of case 2. The 
uniform load p^ is removed at T^ = 1. We observe that for 0 < T < 1, the 
responses of w, and Mg are exactly the same as those in the loading of 
case 1. For T > 1, w and Mg oscillate with almost constant amplitudes 
about the T axis. In Figs. 34 through 36, w, M^ and M^ for 0/0/45/-45/-45/ 
45/0/0 laminate are plotted as functions of T under the loading of case 2. 
The uniform load p^ is again removed at T^ = 1. Beating phenomenon is 
observed in Figs. 34 through 36. 
The response of M^ is very peculiar. In the very beginning, the. 
response is small, but as T increases it vibrates about the T-axis. 
In Figs. 37 through 42, we plot w, H^andHg for 0/90/90/0 and 
0/0/45/-45/-45/45/0/0 laminates under the loading of case 3. We 
choose T^ = 0.05 and 1 for 0/90/90/0 laminate and Tj^ = 0.1 and 2 for 
0/0/45/-45/-45/0/0 laminate. We observe that between the interval 
0 < t < T^ the responses for w and Mg are almost linear, but when 
T > T, both w and M. oscillate about their values at T = T,. The 
— 1 9 1 
amplitudes of oscillation, however, are small for large values of 
T|^; they are almost twice their values at T = T^ for smaller values 
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of Tj^. This result is attributed to the fact that for values of 
which are large in comparison with the period of oscillation the load 
is applied slowly and resembles a static loading. On the other hand, 
for smaller values of the loading condition is very close to 
a suddenly applied uniform pressure as in loading of case 1. Thus, 
the response in the latter case is almost twice as large as that in the 
former case. 
Figures 43 through 48 show the response of w, and for 0/90/90/0 
laminate and for 0/0/45/-45/-45/45/0/0 laminate under impulsive loading. 
Except for the responses of w and resemble a sinusoidal curve 
oscillating about the T-axis. A phenomenon, that the response of 
is very small for smaller values of T, is observed for in Figs. 44 
and 47. 
The actual responses of w, and Mq can be readily calculated 
from Eqs. (93), (95), (103) and (106) for different cases. The 
frequency are related to the nondimensional frequency 0^^ through 
(93). The values of 0^^ are equal to 3.244 and 1.693 for 0/90/90/0 
and 0/0/45/-45/-45/45/0/0 laminates respectively. 
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Fig. 36. Mg as a function of T for 0/0/45/-45/-45/45/0/0 laminate (loading case 2). 
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CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECT 
Based on the research results of the present work we conclude 
that in the static case, the refined shell theory indeed yields more 
satisfactory results for shells with large thickness to radius ratio 
than the classical Fliigge's shell, theory. Only axisymmetrie loading 
is considered in this work. Future study can be extended to more 
general loading. 
For the dynamic case, the method developed in this work proves to 
be a powerful tool to analyze the dynamic response of laminated composite 
shells. In this work, only the case of simply supported shells under 
axisymmetric surface traction has been investigated. It should be 
pointed out, however, that the method of separation of variables can 
also be used to investigate the dynamic problems involving time-
dependent boundary conditions and some other end conditions. This 
method can be extended to study a more general problem in which the 
dynamic loading is asymmetric. 
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APPENDIX A. [G^], [Gg] AND [G^l 
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APPENDIX B. L.. 
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APPENDIX C. FLUGGE'S EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
Based on Flugge's shell theory, the equations of motion in terms 
of resultant stresses and moments are: 
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Write in terms of displacements and consider axisymmetry. 
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